
On the Current Crisis in Nigeria: An Open Letter to K1 De Ultimate (Posted on Facebook 
on 11/27/2020) 
 
Dear Mayegun of Yorubaland: 
 
I am writing this letter against the backdrop of the ongoing crisis in Nigeria. But before I 
continue, I would like to thank you for making this world a better place with your fine music. 
Although you produce music, and I produce knowledge, I have been deeply inspired by your 
art, hardwork, and creativity. Academic writing, like music production, entails ability to impose 
order or to tame chaos (figurative) and bring disparate ideas together to form a coherent 
whole. For me, no living musician does this better than you. You have proved that the best 
artists, like the best scholars, are nonconformists who do not follow the crowd or copy others. 
Rather, they are original thinkers, who invent and reinvent themselves, and whose creativity 
appeals to multiple generations of admirers. Songs, like books and ideas, can stand the test of 
time, if thoughtfully composed and rigorously executed. 
 
You will agree with me that Fuji, like other genres of Yoruba performance art, rely on 
patronage. Throughout eras, artists, including yourself, have served as proxies, using their 
poetic license to advance the political agenda of their patrons in exchange for cash. The idea of 
an apolitical artist does not exist. But history--that beautiful thing that is more than facts and 
narratives--has compelled us to locate this moment in the past, without overlooking the 
realities that threatens the foundation of our humanity. One has to be historically dead to think 
that contemporary artistic patronage is "normal" and "ethical," simply because our 
foremothers and forefathers also took money from politicians. 
 
This brings me to your well-known romance with the ruling party (APC). I think you need to 
reflect critically about how your partisanship is (indirectly) contributing to the deepening of 
the crisis of leadership in Nigeria. I think that those images of conspicuous flouting of Nigeria's 
commonwealth (example Buruji Kashamu) at your performances are injurious to the public. In 
addition, that scandalous video of your critique of Akinwumi Ambode is annoying, not because 
I give a damn about the former Lagos State Governor, but because it trivializes the essence of 
political leadership and distribution of public wealth. I think that you should begin to see your 
partisanship as a channel through which looters of Nigeria's patrimony intensify violence on 
the public. Music is supposed to heal, not cause pain. 
 
History is our witness, our judge, and our moral compass. In August 1980, Sikiru Ayinde 
Barrister, the greatest Fuji artist of all weather, admonished Fuji artists against partisan 
politics. Barrister was thinking against the backdrop of how art can intensify division and 
impoverish people, both in their soul and in their body. He did not believe that music should be 
used to exploit people's consciousness and intensify their vulnerability. Every artist, like every 
human, is a political being, not doubt. But, the involvement of musicians in modern 
partisanship has a unique way of worsening the pains inflicted by economic rapists that they 
praise in their songs. 
 
Nonetheless, you are still my most favorite artist. Your art has influenced my scholarship more 
than the works of many rogues who call themselves professors. I still plan to give you money in 
exchange for a song to rebuke one Nigerian-American idiot who boasted 10 years ago that I 
cannot publish a book without his patronage. 



 
Yours Sincerely in Fuji: 
Saheed Aderinto (Alias Emperor Saedo Okola and His International Fuji Lions) 
 
 
 

 
 


